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Syllabus 

This syllabus is a guide for the teacher and students and will be amended per the students' 

learning needs 

Spring Semester 2011: International Studies and Political Science Department 

Course: PO 471-01 – The Arab World: Society, Culture and the State 

Instructor: 
Heba F. El-Shazli, Visiting Professor 

Office: 421 Scott Shipp Hall Telephone: (540) 464-7276 

E-mail: el-shazlihf10@vmi.edu 

Office Hours: 
MWTh 1430-1600 

Tuesday 1430-1600 

Other times – please send me an e-mail and we can arrange a convenient time 

Course Information: 
Time: T/Th 0925 – 1040 

Class Location: Scott Shipp room #111 

Introduction:    Welcome to the Arab World with all its complex issues.  In this course, we will 

go on a journey of discovery, learning and questioning leading to better understanding of a 

region and its people that is often mis-understood and maligned.  During our journey, we review 

many issues including: 1) what is Arab identity and issues of diversity and integration.  2) Social 

structures and institutions - how they have changed and adapted to modern times. 3) The 

Dynamics of Arab culture and how it impacts on politics.  4) The crisis of civil society vis a vis 

governance and democratization.  I look forward to intense frank and open debates that will help 

us better understand the Arab world, its society, culture and how this is reflected in the state. 

In this course, our goals will be:  to ask questions, for you to ask questions, encourage 

“informed” discussion and to add to your knowledge about this most complex and interesting 

region of the world that occupies the front pages of the major newspapers, and the lead story of 

the evening news. Completing this course and going on to your chosen professions – civilian or 

military – I hope you will feel enriched with points of view based on scholarship and maybe, you 

would have formed “new” opinions and thoughts. Let us begin this journey of learning and 

discovery together! 

Course Description: 
The Arab World – Society, Culture and the State 

The main topics that will be covered in this course are: 
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• Arab identity and issues of diversity and integration 

• Social Structures and institutions: out of one, many 

• The Dynamics of Arab Culture and impact on politics 

• The Crisis of Civil Society vis a vis governance and democratization 

• Arab voices – peer into the Arab mind within historical, political and cultural contexts 

• This course will also include intense preparation for the Model Arab League – a discussion of 

the current politics of the MENA region, and perfecting negotiation and debate skills plus 

parliamentary rules of order. 

Course Goals: 
• To present a comprehensive portrait of Arab society without overlooking its complexity, 

specificity, and inner dynamics. 

• To provide a deeper understanding of Arabs and their place in the modern era 

• To discuss these issues mentioned above in a context of social, economic and political 

transformation 

• A critical analysis of Arab consciousness of identity, exploration of social and political 

diversity and integration, and better understand the challenges facing Arabs 

• Challenge stereotypes and examine recent social, cultural, political and economic changes in 

Arab societies 

Class Objectives: 

 Better understand Arab society and challenge stereotypes with informed arguments 

 Learn more about the challenges and changes facing Arabs and their societies 

 Explore and understand the dynamics of Arab culture and its impact on politics 

 Understand the details of Arab society and its challenges’ impact on governance and 

democratization 

Main Textbooks: 
Books for the course: 

1) The Arab World: Society, Culture, and State [Paperback] by Halim Barakat (Author) 

• Paperback: 368 pages 

• Publisher: University of California Press (October 14, 1993) 

• Language: English 

• ISBN-10: 0520084276 

• ISBN-13: 978-0520084278 

• Product Dimensions: 8.8 x 5.9 x 1 inches 

2) Arab Society and Culture: An Essential Guide [Paperback] Samir Khalaf (Editor), Roseanne 

Saad Khalaf (Editor) 

• Paperback: 551 pages 

• Publisher: Saqi Books (January 1, 2010) 

• Language: English 

• ISBN-10: 0863566162 

• ISBN-13: 978-0863566165 

• Product Dimensions: 9.2 x 6 x 1.2 inches 
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3) Arab Voices – what they are saying to us, and why it matters by James Zogby 

• Hardcover: 256 pages 

• Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan (October 12, 2010) 

• Language: English 

• ISBN-10: 0230102999 

• ISBN-13: 978-0230102996 

• Product Dimensions: 9.3 x 6.4 x 1.1 inches 

Introduction to the Course and various administrative details: 
Welcome to the fascinating and complex world of the Middle East and North Africa and 

particularly the Arab World! We will cover the following main topics plus prepare for 

participation in the Model Arab League. The main topics that will be covered in this course are: 

• Arab identity and issues of diversity and integration 

• Social Structures and institutions: out of one, many 

• The Dynamics of Arab Culture and impact on politics 

• The Crisis of Civil Society vis a vis governance and democratization 

• Arab voices – peer into the Arab mind within historical, political and cultural contexts 

• Arab voices and what they are saying today 

This course will also include intense preparation for the Model Arab League – a discussion of the 

current politics of the MENA region, learning about Sudan (politics, culture, society and 

economy) since we will be representing Sudan at the Model Arab League, and perfecting 

negotiation and debate skills plus parliamentary rules of order. My hope is that you will gain a 

better understanding of the Arab world, its people and gain insight into what impacts their lives; 

how they think about major societal issues; what they believe-in ; how their faith impacts their 

lives and political behavior; and maybe why they behave the way they do. This course will help 

you to better comprehend the psyche of Arab people and thus the current political situation in the 

region and to be able to discuss, analyze today’s issues for the future policy makers (that 

someday you will be) or for the future implementers of foreign policy, mandates, and decisions 

that you will carry out. 

Course Grading Details: 

1. Each course session there is a reading assignment to complete in order to be prepared for the 

next course session. I will ask a few questions (quiz) at the beginning of each class to test your 

memory of the reading! You can use your notes. These chapter quizzes will add up to a total of 

25% of your grade. 

2. There will be a final exam that will count for 30% of your final grade. 

3. There will be a test after each part/section in the Barakat book (main textbook) and readings in 

the Khalaf book; each test will cover part one, two and three = 30% of your grade. 

4. Class participation is very important! I want to hear from you so please Ask questions, Raise 

issues, and Present arguments – participation is the key to learning. And class participation will 

count towards 15% of your final grade. 

Class Schedule, Topics to be discussed and Reading Assignments [Please note: this schedule 

is a guide and is subject to change based on the needs of the class and cadets] 
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1. Thursday, 13 January – First Day of Class 

Welcome, introductions, review of VMI’s work for grade policy, review of syllabus, review of 

readings, expectations, goals & objectives, homework and tests/research papers, and grades. 

Reading assignment for 18th January: Part One: Arab Identity and Issues of Diversity and 

Integration: Out of Many, One 

Chapters 1 and 2 pages 3-31 

2. Tuesday, 18 January: Chapter One – Social and Political Integration: Alternative Visions of 

the Future – historical context 

Reading Assignment for 20th January: Chapter Two (Barakat) – Arab Society: basic 

characteristics 

3. Thursday, 20 January: Chapter Two – Arab Society: Basic Characteristics Features 

Quiz on readings using your notes: chapters one & two (Barakat) 

Reading Assignment for 25th January: Chapter Three – Arab Identity 

4. Tuesday, 25 January: Chapter Three – Arab Identity: E pluribus unum 

Reading Assignment for 27th January: pages 87-141 in Khalaf 

5. Thursday, 27 January: Chapter Three (continued) 

Quiz on Chapter three (Barakat) using your notes 

Discussion of first two short essays from pages 87-110 (Khalaf) 

6. Tuesday, 1st February: Negotiating Identities in Dissonant Worlds 

Discussion of essays from pages 110-141 (Khalaf) 

Reading Assignment for 3rd February: Chapter Four (Barakat) – The Continuity of Old 

Cleavages: Tribe, Village and City 

7. Thursday, 3 February: Chapter Four (Barakat): The Continuity of Old Cleavages: Tribe, 

Village and City 

Quiz on Chapter Four (Barakat) using your notes 

Discussion of chapter four 

Reading Assignment for 8th February: Khalaf – Chapter 9 starting on page 335 to 387 

8. Tuesday, 8th February 

Discussion & review of intro and first two essays in Khalaf (pages 335-368) 

9. Thursday, 10th February 

Discussion & review of two essays (Khalaf) pages 368 to 386 

Reading Assignment: Study Guide and prepare for test on Tuesday, 15th February 

10. Tuesday, 15th February 

Test on Part One (pages 1-69) in Barakat and Chapters 3 & 9 in Khalaf 

Reading Assignment for 17th February: Chapter Five (Barakat) 
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11. Thursday, 17th February: 

Part Two: Social Structures and Institutions: Out of One, Many 

Discussion of Chapter Five (Barakat) – Social Classes: Beyond the Mosaic Model (pages 73 to 

96) 

Reading Assignment: review chapter five (Barakat) 

12. Tuesday, 22nd February 

Quiz on chapter five using notes 

Reading Assignment for 24th February: Chapter Six pages 97-119 and Chapter 7 (Khalaf) pages 

257-277 

13. Thursday, 24th February: Chapter Six – The Arab Family and the Challenge of Change 

Discussion of chapter six 

14. Tuesday, 1st March 

Begin preparation for our participation in the Model Arab League: will give handouts for our 

reading, review and discussion. 

Reading Assignment: to be announced and handouts will be given 

15. Thursday, 3rd March 

Prepare for our participation in the Model Arab League 

Reading Assignment: to be announced and handouts will be given 

16. Tuesday, 8th March 

Prepare for our participation in the Model Arab League 

Reading Assignment: to be announced and handouts will be given 

17. Thursday, 10th March 

Last preparation for the Model Arab League 

Friday, 11th March – early morning travel to Model Arab League, to be held at Converse 

College in Spartanburg, SC and we will return to VMI on Sunday, 13th March by 10 pm 

(http://www.ncusar.org/modelarableague/uregionals/usoutheast.html) 

We are staying at: Marriott Spartanburg at Renaissance Park 

(also known as the Spartanburg Downtown Marriott) 

299 North Church Street 

Spartanburg, SC 29306 

1-800-228-9290 or 1-864-596-1211 

The hotel is located about a half mile from Converse, so it is walking distance if necessary. 

Schedule (Tentative) 

TIME EVENT PLACE 

Friday 

4:45 pm Registration Montgomery Building 

5:30 pm Opening Ceremony & Plenary Session Montgomery Building, Barnet Room 

6:30 - 9:30 pm Council Sessions I Kuhn Hall (rooms TBD) 

Saturday 

9:00 am Council Sessions II Kuhn Hall (rooms TBD) 

http://www.ncusar.org/modelarableague/uregionals/usoutheast.html
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12:15 - 1:30 pm Lunch 

1:30 pm Council Sessions III Kuhn Hall (rooms TBD) 

3:30 pm Break 

3:30 pm Faculty Advisors Meeting 

4:00 - 6:30 pm Council Sessions IV Kuhn Hall (rooms TBD) 

6:45 pm Hafla Banquet 

Sunday 

8:30 am Council Sessions V Kuhn Hall (rooms TBD) 

11:30 - 12:30 pm Lunch 

12:30 - 2:15 pm Summit Session Montgomery Building, Barnet Room 

2:30 pm Awards Ceremony Montgomery Building, Barnet Room 

3:00 pm Adjournment 

Spring Furlough begins after last class on Friday, 11th March and ends on Monday, 21st March 

18. Tuesday, 22nd March – review of Chapter six and begin discussion of chapter 7 (Barakat) 

19. Thursday, 24th March – quiz on chapters 6 & 7 using notes (Barakat) 

Chapter Seven: Religion in Society 

Reading assignment: chapters 8 & 12 in Khalaf 

20. Tuesday, 29th March 

Reading Assignment for 31st March: chapters 8 & 12 in Khalaf 

Quiz on chapter seven (Barakat) 

Continued discussion of Chapter 7 (Barakat) plus readings in Khalaf 

21. Thursday, 31st March: Chapter 8 – Arab Politics: Its Social Context 

Complete discussion of chapters 8 & 12 in Khalaf 

Begin discussion of Chapter 8 – Arab Politics: Its Social Context (Barakat) 

Reading Assignment: Chapter 9 – (Barakat) pages 189-205 

22. Tuesday, 5th April – Chapter 8 – Arab Politics (continued) and complete discussion of 

Chapter 9 in Barakat. Part Three: The Dynamics of Arab Culture 

Quiz using notes on chapters 8 & 9 

Reading assignment for 12th April: Chapter 10 (Barakat) pages 206-239 and pages 61-76 in 

(Khalaf) 

23. Thursday, 7th April – Chapter 10: Creative Expressions – society and literary orientations 

Test on Part Two: Barakat and all readings in Khalaf 

Reading Assignment: continue chapter 10 

24. Tuesday, 12th April – Chapter 11: Arab Thought – Problems of Renewal, Modernity and 

Transformation 

Quiz using notes on chapter 10 (Barakat) 

Reading Assignment for 14th April: chapter 11 (Barakat) pages 239 - 266 
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25. Thursday, 14th April – Chapter 11: Arab Thought – Problems of Renewal, Modernity and 

Transformation 

Quiz on chapter 11 (Barakat) using notes 

Reading Assignment for 19th April: Chapter 12 – Conclusion pages 267-284 and begin 

discussion of main themes in Arab Voices by James Zogby 

Read for 19th April – Hearing Problems & introduction pages 1-43 

26. Tuesday, 19th April – Chapter 12: Conclusion 

Test on Part Three (Barakat) – chapters 9-11 and all readings in Khalaf 

Discussion of the Conclusion in Barakat and begin discussion of main themes in Arab Voices by 

James Zogby 

Read for 21st April – Beyond the Super Myths – who are the Arabs and what do they want? 

Pages 59-105 

27. Thursday, 21st April – Arab Voices by James Zogby 

Read for 26th April – Why it matters? Pages 119 to 175 

Easter Break: 22-25 April - - No classes 

28. Tuesday, 26th April – Arab Voices by James Zogby 

Read for 28th April: Getting it right – what can government do? And what can we do? Pages 

189-213 

Thursday, 28th April – Last Day of our Class 

Review of main themes, review course goals & objectives and prepare for final exam 

29. Monday, 2nd May – VMI Last day of classes 

30. Tuesday, 3rd May – Reading Day 

31. Wednesday, 4th May – First day of Exams 

32. Wednesday, 11th May – Last day of Exams 

GRADUATION on 16th May 

Additional References: 
The Gulf 2000 Project: http://gulf2000.columbia.edu/about.shtml 

This site was developed by the Gulf/2000 Project at the School of International and Public 

Affairs of Columbia University in New York City. It is designed to make available in a single 

location a wealth of information on the eight countries of the Persian Gulf region--Bahrain, Iran, 

Iraq, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. Click on a flag above to 

visit one of these countries. 

The Arab Reform Bulletin - http://carnegieendowment.org/arb/?lang=en 

The Arab Reform Bulletin is an online journal covering political, economic, and human rights 

developments in Arab countries as well as U.S. and European policy toward the region. 

Middle East Research and Information Project: MERIP 

http://www.merip.org/ 

http://gulf2000.columbia.edu/about.shtml
http://carnegieendowment.org/arb/?lang=en
http://www.merip.org/
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United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) reports 

http://www.arab-hdr.org/ 

Arab Human Development Reports (AHDRs) engage institutions and citizens in the Arab 

countries in global concerns so as to build understanding and consensus around regional and 

national development priorities. They also identify disadvantaged groups of population and 

regions and suggest policies, strategies and opportunities for investment to benefit them. They 

target Arab decision-makers and opinion leaders in governments and civil societies. 

Research sites list: 

http://gulf2000.columbia.edu/reference.shtml#top 

Students with Disabilities: 
VMI abides by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with 

Disabilities Act of 1990, which mandate reasonable accommodations be provided for cadets with 

documented disabilities. If you have a registered disability and may require some type of 

instructional and/or examination accommodations, please contact me early in the semester so 

that I can provide or facilitate provision of accommodations you may need. If you have not 

already done so, you will need to register with the Office of Disabilities Services, the designated 

office on campus to provide services for cadets with disabilities. The office is located in Carroll 

Hall; room 215-A and you may call 540-464-7765 or stop by the office for more information. 

Attendance Policy: 
The following is VMI’s attendance policy: Academic excellence is best achieved through 

consistent class attendance. The maximum allowed percentage of class absences is 30%. No 

categories of absences (academic, athletic, guard, 3.0 cuts, etc.) will be exempt from that 

percentage. When a cadet reaches 20% absences, the instructor issues a written warning (Cadet 

Notification of Excessive Absences) and the cadet must sign a receipt that he/she is aware of the 

absences incurred. Upon reaching 30% absences the cadet is referred to the Dean for appropriate 

action (Administrative Report of Excessive Absences). Normally a cadet who exceeds the 30% 

absences will be required to withdraw from the course with a W or a WF. 

In case of an emergency: please call me, send me an e-mail or put a note under my office door – 

communication with me has to precede any absence. You will be responsible for all material 

missed and make-up of any course requirements will be permitted ONLY in the case of excused 

absences. Thank you! 

WORK FOR GRADE POLICIES 
Development of the spirit as well as the skills of academic inquiry is central to the mission of 

VMI’s Academic Program. As a community of scholars, posing questions and seeking answers, 

we invariably consult and build upon the ideas, discoveries, and products of others who have 

wrestled with related issues and problems before us. We are obligated ethically and in many 

instances legally to acknowledge the sources of all borrowed material that we use in our own 

work. This is the case whether we find that material in conventional resources, such as the library 

or cyberspace, or discover it in other places like conversations with our peers. 

Academic integrity requires the full and proper documentation of any material that is not original 

with us. It is therefore a matter of honor. To misrepresent someone else’s words, ideas, images, 

http://www.arab-hdr.org/
http://gulf2000.columbia.edu/reference.shtml#top
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data, or other intellectual property as one’s own is stealing, lying, and cheating all at once. 

Because the offense of improper or incomplete documentation is so serious, and the 

consequences so potentially grave, the following policies regarding work for grade have been 

adopted as a guide to cadets and faculty in upholding the Honor Code under which all VMI 

cadets live: 

1. Cadets' responsibilities 

"Work for grade" is defined as any work presented to an instructor for a formal grade or 

undertaken in satisfaction of a requirement for successful completion of a course or degree 

requirement. All work submitted for grade is considered the cadet's own work. "Cadet's own 

work" means that he or she has composed the work from his or her general accumulation of 

knowledge and skill except as clearly and fully documented and that it has been composed 

especially for the current assignment. No work previously submitted in any course at VMI or 

elsewhere will be resubmitted or reformatted for submission in a current course without the 

specific approval of the instructor. 

In all work for grade, failure to distinguish between the cadet’s own work and ideas and the work 

and ideas of others is known as plagiarism. Proper documentation clearly and fully identifies the 

sources of all borrowed ideas, quotations, or other assistance. The cadet is referred to the VMI-

authorized handbook for rules concerning quotations, paraphrases, and documentation. 

In all written work for grade, the cadet must include the words "HELP RECEIVED" 

conspicuously on the document, and he or she must then do one of two things: (1) state “none,” 

meaning that no help was received except as documented in the work; or (2) explain in detail the 

nature of the help received. In oral work for grade, the cadet must make the same declaration 

before beginning the presentation. Admission of help received may result in a lower grade but 

will not result in prosecution for an honor violation. 

Cadets are prohibited from discussing the contents of a quiz/exam until it is returned to them or 

final course grades are posted. This enjoinder does not imply that any inadvertent expression or 

behavior that might indicate one’s feeling about the test should be considered a breach of honor. 

The real issue is whether cadets received information, not available to everyone else in the class, 

which would give them an unfair advantage. If a cadet inadvertently gives or receives 

information, the incident must be reported to the professor and the Honor Court. 

Each cadet bears the responsibility for familiarizing himself or herself thoroughly with the 

policies stated in this section, with any supplementary statement regarding work for grade 

expressed by the academic department in which he or she is taking a course, and with any special 

conditions provided in writing by the professor for a given assignment. If there is any doubt or 

uncertainty about the correct interpretation of a policy, the cadet should consult the instructor of 

the course. There should be no confusion, however, on the basic principle that it is never 

acceptable to submit someone else’s work, written or otherwise, formally graded or not, as one’s 

own. 
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The violation by a cadet of any of these policies will, if he or she is found guilty by the Honor 

Court, result in his or her being dismissed from VMI. Neither ignorance nor professed confusion 

about the correct interpretation of these policies is an excuse. 

2. Faculty members' responsibilities 

Each academic department will publish an official statement of supplementary departmental 

policies regarding work for grade, titled "Departmental Statement Concerning VMI's Policies 

Regarding Work for Grade." Each departmental statement will include explicit policies on the 

following: (a) tutoring* [e.g., Writing Center, Academic Center, athletic tutors, private tutors], 

(b) peer collaboration*, and (c) computer aids, including calculators, translators, spelling, style, 

and grammar checkers. Individual course assignments that deviate from the departmental work 

for grade policies must be approved by the department head in advance and must be explained to 

cadets in writing. 

No departmental or individual assignment policies may contradict or compromise the 

Institutional principles expressed in the Academic Regulations, particularly notions of academic 

integrity and the requirement to document borrowed material and help received. Each 

departmental statement must be approved by the Deputy Superintendent for Academics and 

Dean of the Faculty following review by the Academic Policy Committee of the Academic 

Board. A copy of the document must be filed with the Superintendent, the Deputy 

Superintendent for Academics and Dean of the Faculty, and the Superintendent's Representative 

to the Honor Court. Such a statement must be signed by the department head and must be posted 

in each classroom used by the department. 

As an essential part of the duty of teaching and a matter of professional citizenship, faculty are 

expected to adhere to established work for grade policies and to communicate clearly and 

regularly with their cadets about the values and practices of academic honesty and integrity. 

Each faculty member must therefore include work for grade policies in a syllabus for every 

course he or she teaches. Each syllabus must include an exact transcription of the section titled 

"Cadets' Responsibilities" from “Work for Grade Policies” in the VMI Academic Regulations 

and a full statement of the established departmental policies regarding work for grade, plus any 

approved course-specific policies. 

Furthermore, all faculty members are responsible for discussing with all of their students the 

details, definitions, and implications of (1) the entire section of the Academic Regulations 

entitled “Work for Grade Policies”; (2) the relevant sections on quotations, paraphrasing, and 

documentation in the current VMI-authorized handbook; and (3) the departmental and any 

approved course-specific policies regarding Work for Grade. This discussion must take place 

before any work is submitted for grade, and it should be treated with the gravity and level of 

detail that it merits. 

Faculty must also review the Institute policy regarding the discussion of quizzes and exams with 

their classes. Specifically, faculty must remind cadets that they are prohibited from discussing 

the contents of a quiz/exam with anyone except the professor until it is returned to them or final 

course grades are posted. 
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If a member of the faculty believes that a cadet has violated one or more of VMI's, the 

department's, or the instructor's work for grade policies, he or she should report the evidence to 

the head of the department. The department head will decide whether the collected evidence 

justifies referral to the Deputy Superintendent for Academics and Dean of the Faculty. If the 

department head decides that the evidence does not justify referral, then he or she will conclude 

the investigation. Otherwise, the department head will submit a written report to the Deputy 

Superintendent for Academics and Dean of the Faculty. The report must contain both a 

recommendation for action and all relevant documents, including a statement signed by the 

faculty member who reported the violation. 

The instructor will assign a grade of “I” following a formal charge of an Honor Court academic 

violation in his or her course until the issue is resolved. 

* Departmental policies must include a statement on whether tutors and peers may offer cadets 

critical comments on their papers. Offering critical comments means giving general advice on 

such matters as organization, thesis development, support for assertions, and patterns of errors. It 

does not include proofreading or editing. 

Proofreading means correcting errors (e.g., in spelling, grammar, punctuation). It is the last step 

taken by the writer in the editing process. In addition to the corrections made in proofreading, 

editing includes making such changes as the addition, deletion, or reordering of paragraphs, 

sentences, phrases, or words. A cadet may not have his or her work proofread or edited by 

someone other than the instructor. [Instructors may grant exceptions to this rule only if they have 

received written permission from the department head for a particular assignment.] 

Department of International Studies & Political Science 

Work for Grade Policy 

Work for Grade in this department is generally of the following types. 

1. Written quizzes, tests, or examinations 

2. Book reviews 

3. Research Papers, policy memoranda, briefing papers, and discourse analysis-- identification 

and analysis of the critical differences in the findings and opinions of scholars on issues of 

interest to the discipline. 

Cadets are permitted and encouraged to study with their peers to prepare for quizzes, tests and 

exams. However, when a cadet takes either written or oral quizzes, tests, and examinations, 

answers must be his/her own work without help from any other source including notes or 

consultation with others. 

In the case of book reviews, research and other papers, as described in "2" and "3" above, 

research and composing of such works must be done by the cadet alone. Cadets are permitted to 

use spell and grammar-checking facilities. 

IS cadets are encouraged to make use of all VMI tutoring services to receive critical comments 

(defined above). Cadets who do so and mark "Help Received" will not receive a lower grade on 

an assignment. Cadets are also permitted to seek critical comments on their written work from 
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their peers. However, proof-reading and editing (defined above) of a cadet's written work is not 

permitted. 

Any exceptions to these rules, including the use of tutors, collaboration among cadets, and the 

use of computer style, spell and grammar checkers; must be explained in writing by the course 

instructor. Instructors are at liberty to stipulate exceptions only with the written approval of their 

department head. 

If you have any questions about the application of these rules, consult your instructor. Do not 

leave anything to chance. 

Colonel James J. Hentz, Professor and Head of IS Department. 

 


